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Understanding mesoscopic phenomena in terms of the fundamental motions of atoms and

electrons poses a severe challenge for molecular simulation. This challenge is being met by

multiscale modeling techniques that aim to bridge between the microscopic and mesoscopic time

and length scales. In such techniques di!erent levels of theory are combined to describe a system

at a number of scales or resolutions. Here we review recent advancements in adaptive hybrid

simulations, in which the di!erent levels are used in separate spatial domains and matter can

di!use from one region to another with an accompanying resolution change. We discuss what it

means to simulate such a system, and how to enact the resolution changes. We show how to

construct e"cient adaptive hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) and

atomistic/coarse grain (AA/CG) molecular dynamics methods that use an intermediate healing

region to smoothly couple the regions together. This coupling is formulated to use only the native

forces inherent to each region. The total energy is conserved through the use of auxiliary

bookkeeping terms. Error control, and the choice of time step and healing region width, is

obtained by careful analysis of the energy flow between the di!erent representations. We

emphasize the CG - AA reverse mapping problem and show how this problem is resolved

through the use of rigid atomistic fragments located within each CG particle whose orientation is

preconditioned for a possible resolution change through a rotational dynamics scheme. These

advancements are shown to enable the adaptive hybrid multiscale molecular dynamics simulation

of macromolecular soft matter systems.

Time and length scales in molecular modeling

Size does matter in molecular simulation. Nonstop develop-
ment of more powerful computer processors, highly e"cient
parallel programs, and smarter algorithms allow us to keep
expanding the size of the molecular systems that we wish to
model. On the other hand, new discoveries in nano-materials,
macromolecular systems, and bio-molecular assemblies
present us with phenomena that are ever more challenging
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to model due to their sheer size and time scale.1–3 In particular,
linking the mesoscale processes to the fundamental motions of
the electrons and atoms presents a limitation in molecular
modeling. Examples of phenomena with an inherent
multiscale character include protein translocation and signal
transduction within complex cellular environments, charge
transport through poly-electrolyte membranes, enzymatic
catalysis, surface chemistry, fracture propagation, and self-
assembly in complex fluids.4–9 Despite the relentless growth of
computer power as predicted by Moore’s law, it is clear that
brute-force molecular dynamics simulation at the atomistic
level alone will not be su"cient.10

To deal with these issues, multiscale modeling methods have
been developed in which di!erent levels of theory are
combined to describe a system at a number of scales or
resolutions. These methods can be classified as serial or
concurrent coupling strategies. The serial methods, also called
many-scale or hierarchical modeling, use information from
calculations at smaller scales as input for lower resolution
calculations at larger scales.11,12 Examples of serial methods
include constructing atomistic force fields from quantum
mechanics simulations and assigning hopping rates in kinetic
Monte Carlo schemes using data from molecular dynamics
simulations.13,14 The concurrent methods, also called
equation-free or hybrid modeling, directly combine and
simulate several levels of description within one calculation.
These can be implemented by dividing up the system into
separate parts that are described at di!erent levels of
resolution, or by using ‘‘on demand’’ bursts of fine-scale
simulations to estimate unknown terms in constitutive
relations used at the coarse scale.15–19

Fig. 1 illustrates the di!erent levels of theory available to
molecular simulation in a two-dimensional graph. The x-axis
sets out the time scales that are accessible to the di!erent levels
of theory, while on the y-axis the accessible length scales are
shown. In the lower-left corner of the graph, denoted quantum,
we find the most accurate, but also the most computational
demanding, so-called ab initio molecular dynamics methods.
Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynamics and Car–Parrinello

molecular dynamics are examples of these high-resolution
methods aimed to simulate systems of a few hundred atoms
for several hundreds of picoseconds.20 At each of the tens of
thousands of time steps that make up a simulation trajectory,
the interactions between the nuclei are computed using a
quantum chemical electronic structure calculation. Quantum
methods are therefore usually the only means to simulate
processes in which the electronic structure changes, which in
particular occurs during a chemical reaction. When the
electronic structure is not a relevant factor, empirical force-
fields can be used to describe the interactions between the
atoms. Classical molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo
(MC) simulations typically use forcefields that are composed
of simple functional forms to capture the structure-energy
relationship using intramolecular and pairwise additive
intermolecular potentials.21 The largest MD simulations
comprise more than a million atoms which can be evolved
for many hundreds to thousands of nanoseconds on current
super-computers.
The third level of theory aims to describe the mesoscopic

domain of micrometres and micro- to milliseconds by
relinquishing the atomistic details. So-called coarse-grain
(CG) models are based on lumping atoms together into single
interaction sites, drastically reducing the number of particles
and pair-interactions to be evaluated during the simulation.22

Often, the CG representation retains the overall shape of the
individual molecules in the system. At the top-right corner in
the graph, the lowest resolution models are grouped together.
These models can truly describe macroscopic time and length
scales by going beyond an individual particle description all
together. Examples are finite element methods, continuum
models, and stochastic networks.23,24

Clearly, the method of choice is almost always a compro-
mise between the a!ordable size and time scale of the problem,
the accuracy of the method, the desired resolution and the
available computing resources. To paraphrase Albert Einstein:
everything should be made as simple as possible, but not
simpler. And that means in practice that one often faces the
problem of how to bridge the gap between the extensive length
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and time scales of the phenomenon under study and the tiny
scales of the motions of the fundamental particles from which
the large-scale properties emerge. Chemical reactions for
example can have rate constants on the time scale of seconds
whereas the time step required to integrate the equations of
motion of the nuclei is on the order of a femtosecond.
A chemical reaction is therefore a rare event on the accessible
time scale of a Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics
simulation.16 Advanced sampling techniques allow one to
focus on those often fast but rare processes, such as phase
transitions, reactions, or protein folding events, e!ectively
extending the accessible time scale of the standard methods.25

In Fig. 1, the rare event methods are drawn in the bottom-
right of the graph.

At the other, upper, o!-diagonal side of the graph we find
the hybrid multiscale methods, which are the focus of this
Perspective. An example of a hybrid method is the QM/MM
method, in which part of the system is modeled at a quantum
mechanical level of theory whereas the rest of the system is
described with a molecular mechanics forcefield. QM/MM
simulations are used with great success to model for instance
the chemically active sites of enzymatic proteins. Other
promising hybrid methods couple a classical atomistic (AA)
description of the key part of the system with a lower-
resolution CG description, termed AA/CG, or even a
continuum description of the environmental part. All of these
methods are discussed in the recent review article by Tozzini
on multiscale modeling of proteins19 and on QM/MM
methods in particular by Lin and Truhlar.26

In this Perspective we review a number of advances that
were recently established in the development of adaptive
hybrid AA/CG and QM/MM molecular dynamics methods.
Here, the term adaptivemeans that the boundaries between the
regions are open, so that the molecules adapt their resolution
when they di!use over a region boundary. In a few cases
hybrid AA/CG simulations have used a rigid partitioning of

the system.27–30 However, for hybrid simulations of di!usive
systems, such as liquids and polymers and other soft matter
systems, adaptive resolution has been recognized as a
necessary feature.31,32 The ‘on-the-fly’ changes that occur in
the representation of the molecules in the system pose some
unique challenges that must be addressed. These challenges
include what it means to simulate such a system, e.g., should
energy be conserved even though the total number of degrees
of freedom might change over time?, and how to enact the
resolution changes.
In the case of adaptive QM/MM, one could imagine a

similar change in the number of degrees of freedom because
electrons are introduced or removed adaptively. Also,
quantum-classical hybrid simulations su!er from the
conceptual di"culty that the ‘classical’ degrees of freedom
become imbued with some quantum mechanical nature
through their coupling to the quantum subsystem.33 For
example, Pechukas used a semiclassical scattering theory to
demonstrate that the variational principle leading to the
evolution equations of the ‘classical’ degrees of freedom is
not Lagrangian in character and the equations of motion do
not possess unique solutions as a consequence of the coupling
to the quantum degrees of freedom.34 However, this concep-
tual di"culty will not concern us because it is avoided in the
Car–Parrinello and Born–Oppenheimer approximations: in
these cases the quantum subsystem remains in the adiabatic
ground state at every molecular dynamics time step of the
environment.
The first aim of this paper is to show that we can construct

e"cient adaptive hybrid QM/MM and AA/CG molecular
dynamics methods that conserve the total energy through
the use of auxiliary bookkeeping terms. Our second aim is to
propose solutions to the problem of how to enact resolution
changes. In the forward direction the representation is
coarsened. In the QM/MM method this entails changing from
a many-body intermolecular potential to two-body potentials,

Fig. 1 Left: Schematic graph of the length and time scales accessible to current simulation methods, ranging from highly accurate but

computational very demanding ab initio molecular dynamics (quantum) in the lower left corner to highly e"cient but very low-detail continuum

models and stochastic network methods at the top-right corner. In between, we find atomistic molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulation

followed by coarse-grain molecular dynamics. Advanced sampling methods, so-called rare event techniques, allow for sampling of slow processes

on long time scales. Hybrid multiscale methods allow us to move o!-diagonal in the direction of large length scales. Right: Illustration of a spatial

partitioning of the system in which a hypothetical hybrid model combines four levels of theory. Perhaps the future of hybrid multiscale modeling?

Here we focus on hybrid MD methods that combine two levels of resolution, AA/CG and QM/MM, in which molecules can dynamically change

their level of resolution by di!using across the resolution boundaries.
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whereas in the AA/CG method this entails throwing
away information; for example by replacing the atomistic
coordinates of a collection of atoms with the coordinates of
their center of mass. In the reverse direction one resolves a
molecule into finer detail. In the QM/MM method this entails
changing from two-body to many-body potentials, whereas in
the AA/CG method this process requires the creation of
information. In their review article on multiscale modeling,
de Pablo and Curtin say that ‘‘a persistent challenge remains
that of reverse mapping, that is, of restoring some of the
details after they have been blurred away through an
averaging procedure’’.35 We will demonstrate how the reintro-
duction of chemical detail can be accomplished in an e"cient
manner.

This Perspective is organized as follows. We first introduce
the general coupling scheme through which the di!erent levels
of resolution communicate. This scheme includes the use of a
healing region to smoothly bridge resolutions. Importantly,
the coupling is formulated to use only the ‘native’ forcefields
inherent to each region. Although this section is phrased in
the AA/CG language, it will be seen to also (largely) treat the
QM/MM case. Next we fill in a missing, crucial, detail of the
coupling scheme, namely how to restore the chemical details
when a molecule exits the CG region. This treatment is
phrased in the more general context of reverse mapping
algorithms. We then combine the coupling scheme and the
reverse mapping scheme to enable adaptive hybrid AA/CG
multiscale MD simulations of macromolecular soft matter
systems. The algorithm we propose recovers the total energy
as a conserved quantity through the use of symplectic
Cartesian-space and rotation-space integrators and auxiliary
bookkeeping terms. Having such a conserved quantity
provides an essential handle on error control, which is used
to choose the simulation time step(s) and the healing region
width. After this, we discuss the construction of an adaptive
QM/MM method using similar ideas. We conclude with a
summary and an outlook on the future of adaptive multiscale
molecular modeling of soft matter.

What it means to simulate an adaptive hybrid
system: handshaking and the healing region

Recently, three adaptive hybrid AA/CG approaches have been
presented.36–38 All three methods connect the AA and CG
regions via an intermediate healing region (HR) in which
particles smoothly adapt their AA/CG representation. These
three methods were shown to work for simple liquids consisting
of molecules whose CG representations consist of a single
particle, such as methane,38–40 water,41,42 and a tetrahedral toy
molecule.36,43

Praprotnik and coworkers36 were the first to present an
adaptive resolution dynamics scheme, only preceded by the
similar adaptive Monte-Carlo approach of Abrams.39

Praprotnik uses force scaling to couple the AA and CG regions:

fab ! w"Ra#w"Rb#
X

i2a

X

j2b
f AA
ij $ %1& w"Ra#w"Rb#' f CGab "1#

That is, the forces are a mixture of the coarse-grain forces
f CGab on CG beads a and b and the atomistic forces f AA

ij acting

on atoms i belonging to a and atoms j belonging to b, where w
are scaling functions. This scheme obeys Newton’s third law
and is constructed not to cause any flux of particles over the
intermediate region. Unfortunately, as pointed out by Heyden
and Truhlar, there exists no potential energy function for the
entire system, and the simulations do not conserve either
energy or angular momentum.37 A special feature of the
Praprotnik et al. method is the use of fractional degrees of
freedom. The temperature is calculated using the fractional
analog of the equipartition theorem

hKai !
w"Ra#kBT

2
"2#

where hKai is the average kinetic energy per fractional degree
of freedom.44,45 In this approach, all interactions, including
the atomistic intra-bead interactions, are scaled; simulta-
neously, the kinetic energy of the atomistic degrees of freedom
is scaled to zero when a particle switches from AA to CG
resolution. The kinetic energy is controlled through a position
dependent dissipative particle dynamics thermostat coupled to
each (fractional) degree of freedom.
Heyden and coworkers derived a mixed-resolution

Hamiltonian starting from a linear combination of all possible
Lagrangians that can be constructed by treating all particles in
the atomistic region plus a subset of those in the intermediate
region at the high-resolution level of theory, and treating all
other particles at the low resolution.37,40 Similar to Praprotnik
et al., the internal, high-resolution, degrees of freedom
gradually ‘‘freeze’’ when particles leave the atomistic region
through a coordinate dependent kinetic energy. Although this
approach is somewhat more involved, requiring the imple-
mentation of a special generalized integrator and the definition
of a special mixed-resolution potential energy function, one
advantage is that it is not limited to pair-potential forcefields
but can also be used in combination with many-body
forcefields, such as is common in a quantum mechanical
treatment.46,47 In this method the total momentum and the
total energy are strictly conserved.
Our recently published approach uses potential scaling

instead of force scaling to couple together the AA and CG
regions.38 In the healing region the molecules are treated in a
hybrid manner, interacting among themselves and with the
particles in the other regions through a scaled mixture of the
AA and CG potentials. In this approach the total energy is
recovered as a conserved quantity, even though the total
number of degrees of freedom continuously changes as
particles cross region boundaries and adapt their resolution.
Having such a conserved quantity is very welcome because it
provides an essential handle on error control, which is
important in choosing the simulation time step and the HR
width. The function of the healing region can be interpreted as
a manner to perform on-the-fly coarse-graining of groups of
atoms and fine-graining of CG particles, depending on the
crossing direction of the particles. To keep track of the total
energy requires therefore careful bookkeeping of the surplus
kinetic and potential energies of those atomistic degrees of
freedom that are constantly being added to and subtracted
from the system. In the remainder of this section we will
reformulate the presentation given in the original reference38
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to make the conceptual foundation of our method clearer for
the reader. Contrary to the original derivation, which started
by introducing the intermediate HR and only casually
mentioned the case of an infinitely thin HR, here instead we
will start from the case without a HR after which the explicit
bookkeeping terms and the total energy function follow quite
naturally.

We can construct an adaptive hybrid AA/CG setup in three
logical steps, which is illustrated for a system of molecules by
the three panels in Fig. 2 labeled A, B, and C. We assume that
we have already chosen a mapping between the AA represen-
tation and the CG representation of the system. Secondly, we
will assume that we have available an AA forcefield and a CG
forcefield of pair-potentials, FAA and FCG respectively.
Thirdly, we require a regional partitioning of the system into
an atomistic region (AR) and a coarse-grain region (CGR).
Here, we have chosen a spherical AR with a radius q0 centered
at a point x in space (see the dashed circle in panel A),
although it could for example also have been centered on
one of the molecules. Also other shapes of the AR could have
been chosen.

Panel A of Fig. 2 illustrates the first step, in which we
consider the whole system, i.e. both in the AR and in the
CGR, to be at the AA resolution. We won’t replace the atoms
in the CGR by CG particles until the final step, so that the
number of degrees of freedom is constant for now. Instead, we
only reduce the number of interactions between the groups of
atoms in the CGR. That is, we replace in the CGR all
interactions FAA between the atoms i that belong to a group
a and atoms j that belong to a group b by a single
pair-interaction. The new interaction is taken to be the CG
pair-interaction FCG between the centers of mass of atom
groups a and b. The e!ective forces on the centers of mass are
then distributed over the atoms weighted by the atomistic
masses. The interactions between atoms in the CGR and
atoms in the AR are computed in the same manner using
the CG pair-interactions. Note that we therefore will not be
needing a special AA-CG forcefield for the interactions
between atoms and CG particles. Only pairs of atoms that
both belong to the AR interact through the usual atomistic
pair-potentials FAA.

The energy function75 of our system consists of the kinetic
energy, T, and the potential energy V, plus a bookkeeping
term DU:

E ! T $ V $ DU

!
X

i

1
2miv

2
i $ V inter $ V intra $ DU inter;

"3#

where we distinguish between the potential energy, Vinter, due
to interactions between atoms that belong to di!erent groups,
a and b, and the potential energy, Vintra, due to interactions
between atoms that belong to the same group a. At this stage,
there is only need for one bookkeeping term, DUinter, due to
on-the-fly adaptations of Vinter, as explained below.
To make this setup adaptive, we use the distance q from the

AR center, x, as an order parameter and attribute a label s to
each group of atoms depending on its position. A group a has
either the label sa = 0 when it finds itself inside the AR or sa =
1 otherwise:

sa !
0; if qoq0
1; if q ( q0

!
"4#

The inter-group potential is then defined as the sum of the
scaled CG and AA potentials:

V inter !
X

a

X

b4a

labFCG
ab $ "1& lab#

X

i2a

X

j2b
FAA

ij

 !

lab !max"sa; sb#;

"5#

in which the scaling function lab is either zero (when both
groups belong to the AR) or one (when one or both groups
belong to the CGR) given by the maximum of the values
of sa and sb. The intra-group potential contains only AA
interactions:

V intra !
X

a

X

i2a

X

j2a
j4i

FAA
ij

0

BB@

1

CCA: "6#

When a group of atoms di!uses from the AR to the CGR or
vice versa, as indicated by the green arrow in Fig. 2A, its value

Fig. 2 Introduction of the hand-shaking healing region that couples the atomistic region (AR) with the coarse-grain region (CGR). Panel A: an

order parameter q partitions the system into an AR where the particles carry a label s = 0 and a CGR where s = 1. Panel B: Intermediate regions

are inserted where hybrid particles carry intermediate s values so that jumps in the potential energy due to particles crossing region boundaries are

split into smaller steps. Panel C: by assuming an infinite number of intermediate regions a smooth transition region is established. In the CGR the

groups of atoms are frozen and replaced by CG sites.
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s switches from zero to one or vice versa and therefore its
interaction with the other particles adapts through the scaling
factor l. This switch in the inter-group potential will lead to a
jump in the total energy every time a group of atoms crosses
the region boundary. The jump in the potential also leads to a
discontinuity in the forces, which is a problem in the molecular
dynamics simulation. The jump in the potential is readily
accounted for by adding or subtracting the di!erence between
the AA and CG potential energy of the crossing particle a,
using the bookkeeping term:

DU inter
a !

X

b

Dlab F̂
CG

ab &
X

i2a

X

j2b
F̂

AA

ij

 !

; "7#

where the hats indicate the value of the potential F at the
moment of boundary crossing and Dl is the change in the
scaling function l. This change is zero for all interacting
particles b that are in the CGR. For all other interactions
Dl = &1 for a particle a moving out of the AR and +1 for a
particle moving in the other direction. Although the
bookkeeping term ensures energy conservation, fixing the
discontinuities in the forces requires the next two steps.

Step 2 is done by introducing n & 1 intermediate spherical
regions that circumscribe the initial AR and have radii
q1. . .qn&1, as shown in panel B. Groups of atoms that find
themselves in an intermediate region k are attributed an
intermediate label value s ! k

n with k A [0, n]. The interaction
of such a group with other particles is then a mixture of the
AA and CG interactions as defined above (see eqn (5)). The
crucial point of adding the extra regions is that the jump in
the energy when a particle moves from the AR to the CGR
(or vice versa) is now replaced by n smaller jumps associated
with changes of the scaling functions of only Dl ! ) 1

n for each
region boundary crossing. Also the discontinuities in the
forces will therefore be smaller. These discontinuities are
removed altogether in the third step.

In the third and final step, illustrated by panel C, we take the
limit of the number of intermediate regions between the inner
most boundary with radius qAR and the outer most boundary
with radius qHR going to infinity. A particle moving in this
healing region therefore crosses a very (infinitely) large number
m of boundaries at each finite time step. This sum over
boundaries in the corresponding bookkeeping energy,

DU inter
a ! lim

m!1

Xk$m

k

X

b

Dlab F̂
CG

ab &
X

i2a

X

j2b
F̂

AA

ij

 !
; "8#

can be replaced by the integral:

DU inter
a !

Z q0

q
dq
X

b

dlab
dq

F̂
CG

ab &
X

i2a

X

j2b
F̂

AA

ij

 !
: "9#

Taking for the scaling function l (i.e. for the functions s) a
di!erentiable function that smoothly switches from zero to
unity over the HR, we have removed any discontinuity in the
forces. Moreover, numerical integration of eqn (9) during the
hybrid simulation accounts in a straightforward manner for
the energy that is removed or added to the system when
particles adapt their resolution in the HR, so that we recover
the total energy as a conserved quantity.

It is also important to note that the thermodynamic forces
on the particles should be derived from the total scaled
potentials including the bookkeeping term, fi ! & @"V$DU#

@ri
.

Without taking into account the bookkeeping term, the
expressions of the forces retain terms containing the derivative
of the scaling function, dldq, which will cause a driving force over
the HR. Instead here, the bookkeeping term naturally cancels
these terms and enforces Newton’s third law, thus maintaining
conservation of total momentum. Further details on the
derivation of the forces are found in ref. 61.
At this stage we can also replace the groups of atoms in the

CGR with actual CG particles. That is, we freeze all atomistic
degrees of freedom that belong to atom groups in the CGR
and store their positions and velocities with respect to their
CG positions and velocities respectively (until the moment
that they leave the CGR and (re-)enter the healing region).
Note that for molecules which span more than one CG
particle, in other words for molecules that have intra-
molecular degrees of freedom at the CG level, the frozen
atomistic fragments within each individual CG bead need to
be rotated, or realigned, upon re-entry; we leave this treatment
for the next section.
Freezing or releasing atomistic degrees of freedom that enter

or leave the CGR by crossing the HR/CGR boundary requires
adding two extra bookkeeping terms to the energy function,
specifically DUintra which accounts for the atomistic intra-
group potential energy and DTAACG which accounts for the
kinetic energy di!erence between the AA and CG representa-
tions of the atom groups.
The application of the hybrid AA/CG method was

illustrated with a simulation of liquid methane.38 Fig. 3 shows
the switch function used, which is a third order polynomial
that runs smoothly from zero at the AR radius, R1, to one at
the HR radius, R2. In the AR, a fully flexible atomistic model
was used, whereas in the CGR the molecules were represented
by a CG united-atom model. The total system contained

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of methane in the atomistic region

(at the left), the coarse-grain region (at the right), and the connecting

healing region (in the middle). The solid black line shows the value of

the switching function for a CG site as a function of its position, s(r).

The scaling (l) of each pair interaction equals the maximum s(r)

among the two interacting CG sites (indicated in red). Figure taken

from ref. 48.
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8000 methane molecules in a cubic box subject to periodic
boundary conditions. Fig. 4 shows a snapshot taken from the
hybrid simulation, in which the spherical AR with radius of
R1 = 8 Å, is indicated by a red sphere. Di!erent widths of the
HR region were tried, varying from R2 & R1 = 1 Å to 4 Å.
The right-hand panel of Fig. 4 shows the e!ects of the HR
width and of the time step on the stability of the conserved
quantity during the first 100 ps of the simulation. Using a time
step of 2 fs and a HR width of 4 Å resulted in a stable
integration of the equations of motion. The number of
methane molecules in the AR fluctuated around 34 with a
standard deviation of 2.3; in the HR the number of molecules
was 77.5 ) 3.8. Analysis of structural and dynamical
properties in the di!erent regions showed excellent agreement
with those computed from pure AA and pure CG MD
simulations.38

As mentioned above, for molecules that have intra-
molecular degrees of freedom at the CG level, the frozen
atomistic fragments within each individual CG bead need to
be rotated, or realigned, to prepare them for (re-)entry into the
healing region. In the next section we present methods to
rotate the atomistic fragments in the more general context of
reverse mapping algorithms.

How to enact the resolution changes: reverse
mapping by rigid body rotation

Multiscale methods, whether of the many-scale (serial) or
hybrid (concurrent) variety, require a strategy to map mole-
cular structure from a low-resolution to a higher resolution.
This reverse mapping procedure is in general nontrivial, and
there is not a unique solution to the problem of how to
generate the extra degrees of freedom of the high-resolution
model. Special e!ort has been devoted to the development of
such reverse-mapping techniques.49–54 For example, in a
recent paper Rzepiela et al. present an algorithm to recon-
struct atomistic structures from their corresponding CG
representations.55 The central part of the algorithm is a

simulated annealing MD simulation (60–80 ps in duration)
in which the CG and atomistic structures are coupled via
restraints. However, due to its high computational cost, this
method is clearly targeted at many-scale simulations. Another
class of techniques is illustrated by the work of Liu et al., who
present a configurational-bias (CB) Monte Carlo method to
rebuild the missing degrees of freedom of CG models.53 The
algorithm was found to be sensitive to the quality of the CG
model. In the polymer community CB methods are used to
generate an equilibrated atomistic state from a CG representa-
tion, which is the only feasible way of studying an entangled
polymer melt.49–52,54,56,57 It should be noted that perhaps the
largest existing body of literature is devoted to reconstructing
atomistic detail from CG representations of proteins. These
methods typically involve using database mining and
rotamer libraries to construct the initial atomistic structure
(thus limiting their applicability to other molecular systems),
followed by a minimization and equilibration protocol.58

By analogy to the rotamer library approach, one can
overlay rigid atomistic fragments on each CG bead, and
explicitly rotate them to minimize an energy function. The
atomistic fragments can be selected from a library of structures
obtained from previous simulations or can be generated ahead
of time by energy minimizing a small atomistic system. The
center of mass of each fragment is placed onto the CG bead
position and the internal degrees of freedom of the atomistic
fragments are frozen, leaving only three rotational degrees of
freedom per fragment to be determined. These three rotational
parameters are optimized to minimize local frustration and
overlaps in the target atomistic configuration. The advantage
of this approach is that it entails using the absolute minimum
number of degrees of freedom (essentially determined by the
CG representation) to generate a globally unfrustrated
structure. This structure can then quickly be locally equilibrated
to reach for example a canonical atomistic configuration.
We have implemented such a rigid body rotation approach

in two distinct ways. One of these methods is based on
conjugate gradient optimization and the other is based on a

Fig. 4 Snapshot of the hybrid MD simulation of liquid methane (left). The inset zooms in onto the spherical atomistic region, indicated by the red

sphere, and the surrounding healing region. The CG united-atom resolution (blue spheres) is omitted from the inset for clarity. At the right: total

energy for seven separate hybrid MD simulations with varying time steps and healing region widths. A too large time step or too narrow HR

results in poor energy conservation. Graph taken from ref. 38.
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symplectic rotational integrator. Fundamentally, the set of
rigid rotations is represented by the special orthogonal Lie
group SO(3). A surjective homomorphism links SO(3) with the
group of unit quaternions Sp(1).59 Therefore one can represent
elements of SO(3) by unit quaternions and use quaternion
multiplication instead of matrix multiplication if desired.

Our implementation of the optimization algorithm is given
in Nielsen et al.48 We performed the reverse mapping of a CG
representation of liquid dodecane. The upper panel of Fig. 5
shows the CG four-bead representation and an overlay of the
atomistic fragment library structures. The rotational optimi-
zation routine minimizes the atomistic CHARMM forcefield60

for interactions of one bond, four bends, four torsions, and
four 1-4s per ‘join’ between intramolecular CG sites, and in
addition all Lennard-Jones repulsions (both intra- and inter-
molecular) between hydrogen atoms (see the lower panel of
Fig. 5). Ten conjugate gradient steps on average were required
per CG time step to converge one hundred consecutive
atomistic fragment orientations from a coarse-grain molecular
dynamics trajectory of 1050 dodecane molecules at a density
of 0.74 g mL&1, a temperature of 300 K, and a pressure of
1 bar.48

In a more recent study,61 we used the symplectic SO(3)
velocity Verlet algorithm developed by Krysl and Endres.62

The algorithm can be summarized as follows. Given an initial
angular velocity o0 and angular acceleration a0, the dynamics
occurs in a 4-step loop with a time step t:

Step 1: o0
n ! on&1 $ t

2 an&1

Step 2: Rn ! exp%tJ"o0
n#'

Step 3: Solve Inan& tn$ o0
n $ t

2 an
" #

* In o0
n $ t

2 an
" #

! 0 for an
Step 4: on ! o0

n $ t
2 an

Steps 1 and 4 are the velocity half-steps. In Step 2 the
rotation matrix Rn is used to update the atomistic positions
relative to their centers of mass; J is the skew symmetric
operator. In step 3, first the moment of inertia tensor In is
updated and the atomistic forces are evaluated to obtain the
torque tn. With the new moment of inertia tensor and the new
torque the angular acceleration is computed in an iterative
manner using Newton’s method to be consistent with the new
angular velocity.
The reverse mapping schemes outlined above could be

expected to be helpful in replica exchange simulations, in
which simultaneously several replicas of the system at di!erent
resolutions are simulated that can exchange based on a
Metropolis criterion.63–66 In the context of this Perspective,
we will now combine the previous two sections to realize an
adaptive hybrid AA/CG multiscale soft matter simulation
algorithm.

Adaptive AA/CG multiscale molecular dynamics
of soft matter

We now combine the previous two sections in the following
sense: the atomistic representation implicit within each CG
bead is conditioned, through rigid body rotations, to smoothly
enter the healing region and eventually the AA region. In this
manner the adaptive hybrid multiscale MD simulation of
macromolecular soft matter systems is enabled.
In the CGR, we are in principle allowed to do whatever we

want with the atomistic degrees of freedom as long as it does
not a!ect the dynamics of the centers of mass of the groups of
atoms, which is in fact the dynamics of the CG particles. Until
now, the positions of the atoms were frozen and stored with
respect to their CG particle positions. Hereafter, the atom
positions will instead be updated using the SO(3) rigid body
rotational dynamics algorithm, still with respect to the
(moving) CG particle positions.
Certainly there exist alternative treatments. Instead of

continually updating the frozen atomistic fragments no matter
how far they are from the AA/CG boundary, we could wait
until the CG bead is at the boundary. At that point the existing
atomistic orientation would in general be of no use, and an
extensive procedure would need to be carried out to determine
a suitable fragment orientation. The algorithm we propose
here replaces this extensive procedure with incremental
updates at each CG time step. More research should be
conducted on the advantages and disadvantages of these two
approaches. It should be noted that almost no work has been
done on reverse mapping in the adaptive AA/CG literature.
For example, in the adaptive approach of Heyden and Truhlar
discussed earlier, they only mention that their method needs
an algorithm for determining the atomistic structures of CG
beads during the simulation.37 We now discuss the details and
subtleties associated with using rotational dynamics as part of
the adaptive algorithm.
As introduced, the SO(3) rotational dynamics requires

damping because of its one-way non-adiabatic coupling with
the dynamics of the CG particles, which will heat up the

Fig. 5 The SO(3) optimization algorithm applied to a four-bead

coarse-grain representation of dodecane: CT-CM-CM-CT. Here CT

represents a terminal C3H7 fragment and CM represents a middle

C3H6 fragment. The CG beads are shown with large brown spheres

connected by red bonds. In the upper panel one atomistic CT library

structure, and one CM structure, are used twice each by placing their

centers of mass over the corresponding CG beads. These library

structures are rigidly rotated to minimize an energy function. In the

bottom panel, one can clearly see that the atomistic bonds between CG

beads (the green-to-yellow atom bonds) are relaxed, and that there are

no steric clashes between hydrogen atoms (shown in white).
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rotational dynamics. Here, one-way coupling refers to the fact
that the CG particle dynamics induce forces on the SO(3)
rotational dynamics, but not the other way around. The
damped SO(3) rotational dynamics yields orientations of the
atomistic fragments that follow the minimum energy orienta-
tion given by the moving molecular frame.

Alternatively, we can make the coupling between the SO(3)
rotational dynamics and the CG molecular dynamics a
two-way coupling. This would render the damping factor
unnecessary and instead gives rise to a SO(3) rotational
dynamics in thermal equilibrium with the CG MD
(after initializing the atomistic fragments with proper
orientations and angular velocities). First we distinguish the
two manners in which the CG MD couples to the SO(3)
rotational dynamics: through translational motion of the CG
beads with respect to their local (intra-molecular) environment
and through rotational motion of the CG beads. Fig. 6 shows
a schematic picture of a molecule made up of a chain of
connected CG beads. For the two beads in the center, we also
show the atomistic fragments, containing two atoms each. The
SO(3) rotational dynamics is governed principally by the
inter-CG bead atomistic bond (dashed black line), which
induces a force f1 on one of the atoms in the left bead, resulting
in a torque t1 on the rigid atomistic fragment. As long as the
CG particles remain fixed in space, the rotational dynamics of
the two atomistic fragments is an adiabatic motion governed
predominantly by the equilibrium distance and sti!ness of the
atomistic bond.

If the left CG bead undergoes a translational motion with
respect to the right bead, for example if they move apart from
one another stretching the CG bond (see panel B in Fig. 6), the
SO(3) rotational dynamics gains potential energy through the
perturbed atomistic bond length and therefore heats up.
Rather than adding the proper back coupling by computing

the relevant forces on the CG particles (which would thus
a!ect the CG dynamics) we remove the intra-molecular
coupling altogether. This can be done by renormalizing the
distance between the CG particles (dab) to the equilibrium
(CG) bond distance in the evaluation of the atomistic forces.
The second type of CG motion that couples with the SO(3)
rotational dynamics is a rotational motion of the CG bead
with respect to its local environment, either due to intra-
molecular bending (shown in panel C of Fig. 6) or the overall
rotation of the whole molecule. Again, this a!ects the
atomistic inter-CG bead bond potential, resulting in a heating
up of the SO(3) rotational dynamics. Of course, this occurs
because the atomistic fragments do not automatically rotate
with the molecule; in fact, this is why we need a rigid body
rotational dynamics in the first place! Therefore, the rotational
coupling cannot be removed as we did for the CG bond stretch
coupling, because doing so would, as we just noted, defeat the
purpose of the SO(3) rotational dynamics, which aims to
rotate the atomistic fragments following any rotation of the
(CG) molecular frame. Instead, in this case, we add the proper
back coupling to the CG dynamics.. The atomistic forces cause
torques on the atomistic fragments, which in turn cause an
e!ective torque on the molecular frame. This torque is
expanded into the e!ective forces on the CG particles, denoted
by the red arrows (fa and fb in panel C). The torque on the CG
particles e!ectively sti!ens the CG bend potential which is
thus reparametrized to minimize disturbances to the CG
system.
To summarize, by removing the intra-molecular coupling

through CG bond renormalization and accounting for the
rotational coupling by adding the proper CG back coupling,
the simultaneous CG molecular dynamics and SO(3) rotational
dynamics form an adiabatically coupled system. The two
dynamical systems therefore exchange energy while the total
energy is conserved and the orientations of the atomistic
fragments show oscillatory motions which on average follow
the molecular orientations.
A final technical remark is in order regarding the healing

region. The SO(3) rotational dynamics is to be gradually
switched o! in the HR when particles leave the CGR and
the atomistic interactions begin to be switched on. However, in
the HR the atomistic fragments are no longer rigid bodies so
that the SO(3) rigid body algorithm cannot be applied.
Instead, in the HR, the interactions involved in the rotational
dynamics are not used to compute the torque on the atomistic
fragments but instead are directly applied as part of the
atomistic dynamics. An additional force acting on the
atomistic fragment centers of mass is used to remove any
translational component, leaving a rotational dynamics
of what are now flexible bodies in the HR that smoothly
connects the SO(3) rotational dynamics in the CGR with
that in the HR, and can gradually be switched o! as the
particles move toward the AR and the atomistic interactions
take over.
Preliminary results of the complete adaptive hybrid AA/CG

method applied to alkane melts indicate that the combination
of potential scaling in the healing region with reverse mapping
in the CGR results in a stable algorithm.61 For example,
tests using liquid hexane showed that good total energy

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of the rotational dynamics of rigid

atomistic fragments on top of the dynamics of CG molecules. Panel A:

a bond (shown in dashed black line) between atoms induces a torque t1
and a rotation of the rigid atomistic fragments (torque acting on

fragment b omitted for clarity). Panel B: CG bond (dab) stretching is

removed from the rotational dynamics by renormalizing dab to its

equilibrium value in the force evaluation of the atomistic bond

interaction for the SO(3) rotational dynamics. Panel C: CG bending

and rotation couples to the fragment rotational dynamics.
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conservation was maintained when a healing region width of
4 Å (or larger) was used, which is the same width required for
our hybrid simulation of methane (which did not use the
reverse mapping scheme). Adaptive hybrid MD simulations
of hexane without the reverse mapping scheme show
erratically unstable total energies and typically crash after a
few tens of picoseconds.61

We illustrate the power of the full method with an adaptive
hybrid MD simulation of the solvation and unfolding
of a polyethylene chain, C450H902, in a theta solvent of 1900
hexane molecules. The chain is represented by 150 CG beads
and each hexane molecule by two CG beads using the CG
forcefield of Nielsen et al.67 A CG particle thus represents
an atomistic chain fragment of three carbon atoms and their
six or seven accompanying hydrogen atoms. To study the
swelling of the chain with solvent, we first performed
a CG MD equilibration simulation of the chain in vacuum
for 10 ns. The final polymer globule was immersed in a
cubic box of hexane molecules. A 10 ns CG MD simulation
of this system allowed the solvent to equilibrate while
keeping the polymer CG beads frozen. The hybrid AA/CG
setup was created by first inserting the atomistic frag-
ments onto the equilibrated CG configuration and allowing
their orientations to relax in a short SO(3) rotational
dynamics simulated annealing run, while still keeping the
centers of mass (i.e. the CG particles) frozen. Next a spherical
atomistic region with a radius of 10 Å was (arbitrarily)
centered on CG bead number 75 of the polyethylene chain.
The width of the healing region in this simulation was set
to 5 Å, although a somewhat thinner HR width may have been
su"cient.

Fig. 7 shows six snapshots taken from the first 400 ps of the
adaptive hybrid MD simulation. CG bead number 75, which is
at the middle of the polymer chain (indicated by a yellow
sphere in the snapshots), is initially located on the surface of
the globular structure. All solvent molecules and polymer
chain segments that come within 10 Å of this AR region
center mutually interact at the atomistic level. This is
illustrated in Fig. 7 by the green and blue ball-and-stick
representation. The chain segments that find themselves in
the CGR (red spheres) as well as the hexane molecules in the
CGR (not shown) interact at the CG level. Initially, as shown
in the first snapshot, the polymer chain is rather densely
packed with the solvent molecules on the outside. The sub-
sequent snapshots show that the chain is rather flexible during
this 400 ps simulation and visits di!erent conformations.
Gradually hexane molecules penetrate the polymer globule
while interacting chain segments separate from each other.
From this single trajectory there is no indication that the
swelling is an activated process governed by a nucleation event
or other type of free energy bottleneck, which is not
unexpected for a polymer chain immersed in a theta solvent.
Quantifying the nature of the swelling would of course require
sampling over an ensemble of trajectories, which we leave for
future study. At this stage, we have achieved our aim of
illustrating that adaptive hybrid AA/CG methods can result
in a stable simulation technique that is a powerful tool to gain
microscopic insight into processes with an inherent multiscale
nature. In the following section we demonstrate that the
general AA/CG framework we have developed can be applied
to the QM/MM setting to give a novel adaptive algorithm
which overcomes a limitation in the field.

Fig. 7 Six snapshots taken at t= 0, 50, 100, 150, 200 and 400 ps, from an adaptive hybrid AA/CG simulation of the solvation and unfolding of a

polyethylene chain in hexane. A spherical atomistic region is centered halfway along the chain (the center is indicated by a yellow sphere). In the

CGR the chain is represented by red spheres. In the AR and HR the chain is shown in blue and white balls and sticks. The penetrating hexane

molecules are shown in the green and white ball and stick representation in the AR and the HR; in the CGR the hexane solvent is omitted for

clarity.
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Adaptive QM/MM

Nowadays, most hybrid schemes that combine a quantum
mechanical description of a key region with an empirical
forcefield treatment of the environment employ a rigid
partitioning of the QM and MM regions. An overview of
the various algorithms to treat the coupling between the QM
and MM regions is found in the review by Lin and Truhlar.26

A rigid partitioning excludes however a range of interesting
research subjects, which include for example QM/MM studies
of proton transfer phenomena and of chemical reactions
in which solvent molecules play a chemically active role.
Especially now that QM/MM dynamics simulations can easily
reach the time scale on which solvent molecules can di!use
between the QM and MM regions, adaptive resolution
schemes are becoming imperative.

Among the adaptive QM/MM methods, in which particles
adapt their QM versus MM description automatically when
they transfer between a low- and high-resolution region,
are the ‘‘hot-spot’’ method,68 ONIOM-XS,69 and the
‘‘Learn-on-the-Fly’’ method.70 Although these methods are
very e"cient and have found various fruitful applications,
the approximations made in the coupling and switching
of the QM and MM particles may contain discontinuities in
the forces which lead to spurious density fluctuations and
heating up of the system. As the final topic of this Perspective,
we review two new methods that solve these problems:
the Sorted Adaptive Partitioning (SAP) method of Heyden
et al.46 and our Di!erence-based Adaptive Solvation (DAS)
method.47

Similar to the hybrid AA/CG scheme the system is divided
into three regions: the chemically active region (A-region), the
environment (E-region), and an intermediate transition region
(T-region). In the T-region molecules transform from a QM
treatment to a classical treatment or vice versa. On the one
hand the QM/MM reverse mapping problem is less compli-
cated than in the adaptive AA/CG situation because there is a
one-to-one mapping between the atoms in the QM model and
the atoms in the MMmodel, so that the total number of atoms
is fixed. On the other hand the potential scaling scheme is less
straightforward due to the many-body character of the QM
potential. Since we cannot simply scale pair-potentials in the
QM treatment, we define the adaptive potential as a sum of
scaled total potentials:

V !
X2M

a

saVa "10#

where Va is the QM/MM potential energy of the total system
in which each molecule in the T-region is chosen to be treated
either at the QM or the MM level of theory. The sum runs over
all 2M permutations of possible partitions of the M molecules
in the T-region to be part of either the QM or the MM
treatment. The scaling functions sa depend again on the
molecule positions.
A sum of scaled potentials of the di!erent partitionings

results in a smooth transition of particles that move between
the A-region and the E-region. However, the number of energy
evaluations has a very unfavorable exponential scaling with
the number of molecules in the T-region, which makes the

Fig. 8 Left panel: scheme of the four (=22) contributions to the adaptive potential (eqn (10)) in the case that the intermediate transition region

contains 2 particles. A particle in the A-region (left) is treated at the QM level of theory (indicated in blue), while a fourth particle in the E-region

(right side) is treated using MM (white). In the DAS and SAP methods, configurations such as V4 are multiplied with a zero scaling function

(s4 = 0) and can be omitted. See details in the text. Right panel: snapshot from a simulation of liquid water, with a spherical A-region centered on

one water molecule, which is surrounded by a 1 Å wide transition region (blue) containing four (yellow) molecules, figures taken from ref. 47.
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method unworkably costly in practice. In the Sorted Adaptive
Partitioning (SAP) method46 of Heyden, Lin, and Truhlar the
sum over partitionings is ordered and reduced by excluding
partitions in which a QM treated molecule is further from the
A-region than another MM treated molecule. Fig. 8
schematically shows the four possible partitionings for a
system with four molecules. One molecule is in the QM
A-region (left-hand-side), one molecule is in the MM E-region
(right-hand-side), and two molecules are in the intermediate
T-region. The four possible partitions from top to bottom are:
(1) both T-region molecules are treated MM, (2) only the
molecule closest to the A-region is treated QM, (3) both
molecules are treated QM, and (4) only the molecule closest
to the E-region is treated QM. The SAP method now excludes
the fourth term from the sum because it contains a QM treated
molecule further from the A-region than the other MM treated
molecule. This sorting gives rise to a much more favorable,
linear scaling of the number of energy-evaluations with the
number of molecules in the T-region.

We note however that using the scaled potentials of eqn (10)
to derive the forces on the atoms has a fundamental flaw.47

The scaling functions (s) are arbitrary switching functions, not
derived from the physics of the system. Due to their depen-
dence on the atom positions, they produce a non-physical
driving force, which leads to a flux of particles over the
T-region and spurious density fluctuations in its neighbor-
hood. The improved Di!erence-based Adaptive Solvation
(DAS) method47 uses scaling factors s that depend on the
relative distance between T-region molecules, which leads to
smoother transitions and therefore allows for a larger time
step compared to the SAP method. However, the main
advantage, inspired by the potential scaling approach in the
hybrid AA/CG method, is the application of a bookkeeping
term to recover the total energy as a conserved quantity and to
cancel the forces due to changes in s.

The DAS and SAP methods were applied to model the
solvation of a water molecule in water (shown in Fig. 8) and
the solvation of acetonitrile in water.47 The performance of the
di!erent approaches is illustrated in Fig. 9. The top panel
shows the radial distribution functions of solvent oxygens
around the QM water molecules resulting from DAS and
SAP simulations using forces derived from eqn (10) without
taking into account the bookkeeping term. Clearly, the
spurious forces lead to strange density fluctuations in
the neighborhood of the QM water molecule. After adding
the bookkeeping technique the radial distribution function
shows excellent agreement with reference data (middle panel).
The bottom panel plots the total energy for the SAP and DAS
simulations with and without taking the bookkeeping terms
into account. Excellent energy conservation is obtained using
the bookkeeping technique, with the DAS approach showing
slightly better performance than the SAP method using the
same time step in both methods.

Summary and future perspective of multiscale
modeling

New discoveries in such diverse scientific disciplines as
chemistry, material science, soft condensed matter physics,

polymer science, and molecular biology present us with
fascinating phenomena that require analysis of processes that
take place on a vast range of time and length scales. Computer
simulations of such processes have always been challenging.
Although ultimately all processes are governed by the
fundamental motions of electrons and atomic nuclei, solving
the Schrödinger equation for these extended systems is
prohibitively expensive. Instead, multiscale modeling methods
that can bridge between the microscopic fundamental motions
and the mesoscopic, or even macroscopic, observable pro-
cesses have been a longstanding promise to connect insights
from experiment and theory into a unified framework.
In this Perspective, we have reviewed three recent develop-

ments in multiscale modeling that have the potential to
become powerful tools for the study of soft matter. The first
development is a new hybrid multiscale method that couples
atomistic molecular dynamics with coarse-grain molecular
dynamics in a single simulation method using a spatial parti-
tioning of the system into high- and low-resolution regions.
A special intermediate healing region smoothly adapts the
resolution of particles that di!use between the regions.

Fig. 9 Results for adaptive hybrid QM/MM simulations of liquid

water using the SAP and the DAS approach. Without including the

bookkeeping term both methods show erroneous density fluctuations

in the O–O radial distributions function (top panel). Including the

bookkeeping term results in the radial distribution around the central

QM water molecule being in excellent agreement with that from a

reference calculation (middle panel). Without the bookkeeping term

the total energies are not conserved in either method (bottom panel).

Figure taken from ref. 47.
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The tasks of on-the-fly mapping of atoms to CG particles and
the reverse mapping of CG particles to atoms are not
symmetric. In the former case, there will be only minor
di!erences between the shape of the AA and the CG potential
surfaces. But, in the latter case, the extra atomistic degrees of
freedom that are introduced have to equilibrate with respect to
their environment, which is therefore by definition a
non-equilibrium process, generating heat that has to be
removed by coupling to a thermostat. Through careful book-
keeping of the extra energy of the atomistic degrees of freedom
that is added or removed from the system when particles
change resolution the total energy can nevertheless be
recovered as a conserved quantity. This conserved quantity
serves as the essential indicator for error control and determi-
nation of simulation parameters, such as the optimal time step
and the width of the healing region. The method was shown to
work satisfactorily for simple liquids, but a second advance-
ment is required to allow for adaptive hybrid MD simulations
of macromolecular systems.

This second advancement was reviewed next: reverse
mapping by SO(3) rigid body rotation. The problem of reverse
mapping, that is switching from a low-resolution representa-
tion to a high-resolution one, has wider implications than the
adaptive MD context, and in fact is common in hierarchical
multiscale modeling. Taking the atomistic fragments for each
CG particle as a rigid body, three rotational degrees of
freedom per fragment can be optimized to minimize local
frustration and overlaps with respect to an atomistic forcefield.
We demonstrated that an SO(3) rotational dynamics
algorithm, when applied to the CG particles in a hybrid MD
simulation, provides the essential preconditioning of the
orientations of the atomistic fragments to allow for a smooth
switching of CG particles to atoms within a thin healing
region. This rotational dynamics was combined with the first
development to demonstrate the application of our methods to
macromolecular systems.

The third topic of our perspective on recent progress in
multiscale molecular dynamics dealt with an adaptive version
of hybrid QM/MM. The pair-potential scaling technique used
in our hybrid AA/CG method cannot directly be used for the
coupling between the high- and low-resolution regions in
hybrid QM/MM due to the many-body nature of the potential
in the quantum mechanical electronic structure part of the
calculation. Instead, we can use a scaled mixture of hybrid
potentials that treat particles in an intermediate transition
region either at the MM or the QM level of theory. Similar to
the hybrid AA/CG method, special auxiliary bookkeeping
terms in the energy function guarantee the desired properties
expected of the hybrid dynamics, namely that it is momentum and
energy conserving without causing spurious density fluctuations.

The three multiscale methods that we reviewed (adaptive
hybrid AA/CG, rigid body rotation based reverse mapping,
and adaptive hybrid QM/MM) advance the state-of-the-art
and should serve to spur significant advances in our ability
to model soft matter systems. Our outlook is that further
development of technical refinements and extensions of these
and related algorithms will improve their e"ciency, appli-
cability, and user friendliness. For example, parallelization of
the angular acceleration update in the reverse mapping scheme

as well as a smart parallelization scheme that distinguishes
between the low-resolution part and the high-resolution part
of the hybrid calculation are improvements that are relatively
straightforward to implement and would lead to further
speed-up of the methods. In the hybrid QM/MM case, the
Sorted Adaptive Partitioning (SAP) method and the
Di!erence-based Adaptive Solvation (DAS) method reduce
the number of energy evaluations per time step to scale linearly
with the number of molecules in the transition region
(a huge improvement compared to the exponential scaling of
the potential mixing approach). Development of, for example,
smart restart schemes that allow the di!erent energy
evaluations to share electronic structure information from
overlapping QM regions would be a way to further lower
the computational cost.
A number of issues remain to be addressed that are related

to the applicability of the current hybrid multiscale methods.
One outstanding question is how to treat liquid water in
hybrid AA/CG, in particular concerning the forward and
reverse mapping of the typical CG water beads that represent
3 or 4 water molecules. Here the problem to be solved is how
to group atomistic water molecules on-the-fly and avoid
isolated water molecules di!using into the CG region. Another
issue concerns the treatment of long-range electrostatics in a
hybrid simulation. In our implementation, the long-range
electrostatic interactions of the whole system are treated at
the CG level using Ewald summation, while in the atomistic
regions the CG charge pair-interactions are replaced by the
atomistic charge interactions. Comparison with alternative
schemes (see e.g. ref. 71) is left for future study. A third issue
that we have not yet addressed is the dynamics in the low- and
high-resolution regions. It is well-known that coarse-graining
often leads to increased di!usivities in the CG models by as
much as one or two orders of magnitude.22 The faster CG
dynamics can in principle be corrected by coupling with
Langevin-type thermostats that are tuned to account for the
random and dissipative motions of the atoms.72 However, in a
recent review article Varnik and Binder emphasize the need to
distinguish between dynamic and static properties with regard
to model validation. They point out that a multiscale model
which accurately reproduces static properties may fail completely
when it comes to the dynamic behavior of the system.73

The applicability of hybrid AA/CG methods is further
increased by the ongoing development of new and improved
CG forcefields. Modeling of protein folding for example is still
a major challenge for both AA and CG MD simulation, but
especially at the CG level more accurate forcefields are
continuously becoming available.74 For the near future we
can expect to see multiscale modeling studies of complex
large-scale molecular systems proliferate and yield exciting
new physical and chemical insight.
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